
Spelling Lesson 12 – The Earth Dragon Awakens 
rising  Sentence: The rising sun is getting higher in the sky. Definition: going up or upwards  

traced  Sentence: I traced around my hand to make my handprint. Definition: copied by drawing over or 
around  

stripped  Sentence: I stripped paint off of the old chair. Definition: took apart or left bare  

slammed  Sentence: The strong winds slammed the window shut. Definition: shut or hit with force  

dancing  Sentence: We will be dancing to the music at the ball. Definition: moving about in a lively and 
repetitive way  

striped  Sentence: The shirt was striped with blue lines. Definition: adorned with thin bands or streaks  

winning  Sentence: I felt like a champ after winning the race. Definition: gaining a victory in a sport or race  

snapping  Sentence: Ed is snapping his fingers. Definition: emit a sudden, scarp cracking sound 

bragging  Sentence: He was bragging about his trophy to his mom. Definition: boasting or speaking pridefully  

handled  Sentence: She handled the crystal with the utmost care. Definition: took care of or dealt with  

dripped  Sentence: Water dripped from the faucet drop by drop. Definition: fell in drops like liquid  

begged  Sentence: I got on my knees and begged for more cake. Definition: asked eagerly for something  

dared  Sentence: No one dared disturb the sleeping lion. Definition: to have taken a courageous chance  

skipped  Sentence: The little girl skipped happily down the street. Definition: hopped while switching feet  

hitting  Sentence: The car had a dent from hitting the tree. Definition: forcefully coming in contact with 
something  

spotted  Sentence: The leopard's coat has a spotted pattern. Definition: covered in or having spots  

raced  Sentence: The runner raced across the finish line. Definition: ran or moved as quickly as possible  

dimmed  Sentence: I dimmed the light so it wasn't as bright. Definition: reduced the light in  

spinning  Sentence: The merry-go-round is spinning in circles. Definition: turning or tumbling; going around 
and around  

escaped  Sentence: Jefferson barely escaped capture by British soldiers. Definition: got away from, broke out 

	


